
TCI AND 3G

CSX had fought a legal battle against TCI and 3G and inspired a lobbying campaign accusing the two groups of seeking
to gain control of the.

Security holders may obtain information regarding the names, affiliations and interests of such individuals in
CSX's revised preliminary proxy statement filed on February 22, with the SEC. We sincerely appreciate your
support. Stock price 7. Forward-looking statements This information and other statements by the company
contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act with
respect to, among other items: projections and estimates of earnings, revenues, cost-savings, expenses, or other
financial items; statements of management's plans, strategies and objectives for future operation, and
management's expectations as to future performance and operations and the time by w hich objectives will be
achieved; statements concerning proposed new products and services; and statements regarding future
economic, industry or market conditions or performance. Our nominees will add another critical ingredient for
effective boardroom deliberations â€” a significant investment in CSX â€” nearly times the ownership interest
of the directors we propose to replace, who own just 0. The fact is that over the past couple of years the senior
executives at CSX have actually reduced their exposure to CSX. In contrast, the five CSX directors that we
seek to replace have average board tenure of 13 years and no railroad operating experience. Behring received a
B. Lamphere received an A. Current Board II. Wilson successfully transitioned Marriott from an
owner-operator to the more profitable and scaleable business model of a hotel management company. District
Court for the Southern District of New York found that the defendant hedge funds employed surreptitious
means to avoid disclosure requirements while accumulating shares of CSX. Despite attempts to negotiate a
resolution, a proxy battle could not be avoided and CSX brought an action claiming that TCI violated the
Exchange Act by failing to disclose its beneficial ownership of CSX stock and that TCI and 3G further
violated the Act by failing to make timely disclosure upon the formation of their group. Our goal is a strong
CSX that can provide the returns shareholders deserve, the service shippers demand, a safety record
communities can count on, and a working environment employees can be proud of. Other important
assumptions and factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking
statements are specified in the company's SEC reports, accessible on the SEC's website at www. Alexandre
Behring Mr. Source: Civil Action No. Did CSX use this lawsuit as an excuse to reset the record date? Behring
is a unique combination of a large CSX shareholder 3G owns approximately 4. Please read our full disclaimer
at www. What is the right capital structure for a business as strong as CSX? CSX plans to file with the SEC
and furnish to its shareholders a definitive Proxy Statement in connection with its Annual Meeting, and
advises its security holders to read the definitive Proxy Statement when it becomes available, because it will
contain important information. TCI and 3G had a long-standing relationship, and over the course of , the two
funds exchanged views and information regarding CSX, both initiated searches for director-nominees to the
board of CSX and both prepared for proxy fights. If the company does update any forward-looking statement,
no inference should be drawn that the company will make additional updates with respect to that statement or
any other forward-looking statements. Gilbert Lamphere Mr.


